Chain Doesn’t “Just Break” For No Reason
BY CHIP KAUFFMAN

I’ve been in the chain business in one capacity or another for
over 30 years. Every now and then, we will have a piece of chain
returned to us with the explanation that it “just broke.” The fact
is, chain is made to very specific and stringent standards
adhered to by every U.S. chain manufacturer, making “just
broke” a statistical improbability.

C

hain begins life as a coil of continuous wire that must meet
specific chemical and physical
property requirements. If it
doesn’t, the wire is rejected and never
made into chain. Once the integrity of
the base wire has been verified, the
wire is pulled through a “wire drawer”
that sizes the material to an exact
diameter. After the wire is properly
sized, it’s run through a machine that
straightens the wire and cuts “slugs”
of the coil to an exact length. As the
slugs are cut, they are embossed with
grade and date code nomenclatures.
The grade designation helps ensure
you are using the correct chain. Date
codes act as a permanent marking
that makes it possible to trace the
chain to the specific material used
and the internal production and quality control records even years later.
These slugs are then formed into continuous chain links, bent into shape
and welded.

Proof Testing
Once welded, the chain is prooftested to the industry standard. Proof
testing is the procedure whereby each
link is tested to twice its Working Load
Limit (WLL). By definition, the WLL is
the maximum load the chain is warranted to handle. In the case of the
chains we are most accustomed to in
the towing industry (Grades 70, 80 and
100), every link of the chain is pulled to
twice the assigned WLL. For example,
5/16-inch Grade 70 chain, which has
an industry-standard 4,700-lb. WLL, is
pulled to 9,400 lbs. as part of internal
quality control procedures.

Pulled to Destruction

This graph from testing equipment at B/A Products Company – and the tested chain link – shows
the results of a piece of 3/8-inch Grade 80 chain pulled to destruction. The minimum break
strength on that grade and size of chain is 28,400 lbs. The graph documents it breaking at 36,000
lbs. The link above the graph is a “new” untested sample for comparison.
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Once the chain has been prooftested, representative samples of each
production lot are pulled to destruction. Performed in a controlled laboratory environment, this destructive testing is done at a minimum of four times
the chain’s Working Load Limit – twice

Important: the Working Load Limit of the size and grade of chain you are using is
never to be exceeded. Proof testing and destructive testing is done to ensure product integrity and should never be used as a design criterion when selecting a size and
grade of chain for a particular application.

Date coding and embossing on half-inch Grade
70 chain. The first digit represents the month.
The second represents the year. The third is an
internal manufacturing number that allows
identification of production test records all the
way back to the steel mill that made the rod.

the proof test on the grades noted
above. If any failures occur at proof
testing or destructive testing, the entire
batch of chain from that production
date code run is scrapped. Every
process in producing a piece of chain is
designed to make sure it doesn’t “just
break.”
This is a basic overview of some of
the manufacturing and testing procedures that are built into every foot of
chain produced in this country. More
detailed explanations of other
processes and more specific information on various chain products will
follow in future issues of Tow Times.
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Very specific manufacturing specifications used by Campbell Chain of York, Pennsylvania. The specs
are industry standards followed by domestic chain manufacturers with regard to dimensions and
Working Load Limits. The only variation is how chain is embossed. Each manufacturer has its own
embossing that ensures the manufacturer of a specific piece of chain can be identified.
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